
What Percentage of Incumbent Minnesota Legislators Are Returned to 
Office After Each General Election? 

(What percent of Minnesota legislators who run for re-election win?) 

 

Election Date:   1972  Legislative Chamber:  Senate 

 

Number of incumbents who ran:    

                        67 Total number of legislators in the chamber 

Minus       18 Number of incumbents who did not run 

Equals                  49  Number of incumbents who ran 

Number of incumbents who were defeated:     

 26 Number of new legislators after election 

Minus       18     Number of incumbents who did not run 

Equals      8 Number of incumbents who were defeated 

Number of incumbents who won:     

  49 Number of incumbents who ran 

Minus          8 Number of incumbents who were defeated 

Equals      41  Number of incumbents who won 

Percent of incumbents re-elected:    83.7 % 

     41 Number of incumbents who won 

Divided by        49 Number of incumbents who ran 

Equals    83.7% Percent of incumbents re-elected 

 



What Percentage of Incumbent Minnesota Legislators Are Returned to 
Office After Each General Election? 

(What percent of Minnesota legislators who run for re-election win?) 

 

Election Date:   1972  Legislative Chamber:  House 

Number of incumbents who ran:   99 

                     135* Total number of legislators in the chamber 

Minus       36 Number of incumbents who did not run 

Equals                  99 Number of incumbents who ran 

Number of incumbents who were defeated:  18  

  53 Number of new legislators after election 

Minus         36 Number of incumbents who did not run 

Equals      17** Number of incumbents who were defeated 

Number of incumbents who won:   81 

   99 Number of incumbents who ran 

Minus         18  Number of incumbents who were defeated 

Equals       81 Number of incumbents who won 

Percent of incumbents re-elected:   81.8  % 

        81 Number of incumbents who won 

Divided by               99 Number of incumbents who ran 

Equals    81.8%  Percent of incumbents re-elected 

 
* The 1972 reapportionment plan reduced the number of House seats from 135 to 134. 
**There were actually 18 incumbents defeated; change from 135 to 134 members accounts for 
discrepancy  
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